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Aware of the need to be a valuable REF contributor to his department, but equally focused on
the importance of improving the economic literacy of young people, Danny Quah
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/blog-contributors/#Danny_Quah) discusses his
experience delivering the LSE’s Big Questions Lecture. 

 

In June 2011, I was lucky enough to deliver the inaugural LSE Big Questions Lecture
(http://www2.lse.ac.uk/newsAndMedia/videoAndAudio/channels/bigQuestions/player.aspx?id=1267). Targeted
to reach 14 year-old school children in  London’s schools, I chose to speak on whether the East was taking
over the world as I f elt these global changes matter to everyone, and they are developments with important
economic ideas surrounding them. Hundreds of  young students turned showed up on the day, and the
lecture itself  was televised f or subsequent broadcast. The run-up to this lecture involved months of
planning and rehearsal, writ ing and rewrit ing, arguing and disagreeing – on analytical content and ideas, on
what 14 year-olds might f ind usef ul, understandable and memorable, on the best ways to communicate
dif f erent ideas in economics and f acts about the world.

(http://richmedia.lse.ac.uk/bigQuestions/20110630_1300_bigQuestionsEastBeatsWest.mp4)

Why did we do this?

As an academic economist, I study growth and distribution. I write about the shif t ing global economy and
the rise of  the East. I try to make large things visible to the human eye. I want to be considered a valuable
REF contributor to my department and to the LSE. But I also believe that these are times where economic
literacy matters hugely, not least in societies that continue to hold to the ideals of  liberal democracies. And
there are intriguing large-scale parallels between important events now and those some time ago in history.

In 1825 Michael Faraday — perhaps the world’s greatest ever
experimental scientist — init iated (but did not himself  give) the
f irst of  the Royal Institution of  Great Britain’s Christmas
Lectures (http://www.rigb.org/contentControl?
action=displayContent&id=00000005110). Faraday went on to
deliver 19 series altogether of  these annual lectures, his last
in 1860, presenting and explaining to the Brit ish public
ongoing discoveries in chemistry and electricity and
magnetism.

The Royal Institution Christmas Lectures have continued to
the present day, interrupted only by World War 2. They are
delivered to a general audience, notably including young people, with the aim to inf orm and entertain, and
have proved highly popular despite the limited nature of  early 19th century organised education. Since 1966
they have been televised and, f or many Brit ish households, constitute a highlight of  annual holiday f amily
viewing. The energy and the ingenuity that go into the lectures are impressive, not least when, say,
someone like Marcus du Sautoy, in his 2006 lectures (http://www.rigb.org/contentControl?
action=displayContent&id=00000001980), explains abstract number theory to a teenage audience.

These Royal Institution Christmas lectures provide the strongest counter-example I know to the conceit
that research ideas are too dif f icult to explain to and too abstruse to excite the general public. Most of  us
just don’t work hard enough at it. So taking on something like the LSE Big Questions Lecture would be a
challenge. But there was more.

In 1825, London had just become the world’s leading city by overtaking Beijing — vividly demonstrating the
steady ongoing shif t then of  the world’s economic centre east to west. That year, the f irst modern
economic crisis in history occurred — modern in the sense of  not been caused by a war. The stock market
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crash of  1825 took out six London banks and sixty country banks in England alone, with the badly over-
extended Bank of  England having to be rescued by an injection of  gold f rom France. For students of  central
banking, this event became enshrined af terwards in Walter Bagehot’s Lombard Street principles f or the
lender-of - last-resort role in central banking.

In 1825, Faraday’s scientif ic discoveries were not centre-stage f or the Industrial Revolution swirling about
him at the time. That f irst Industrial Revolution — perhaps the most important event in the history of
humanity — was driven by iron-making, mechanisation, and steam power, more than by electrif ication and
chemical processing. But chemistry and electricity and magnetism — where Faraday’s contributions were
manif old and central — pointed to the then-f uture. These would go on to provide the more enduring engine
of  growth f or modern economic progress, not least down to what today still powers all digital technologies,
signif icant among them cellphones and the Internet.

The Royal Institution Christmas Lectures matter in Brit ish science f or providing public knowledge into the
most important excit ing intellectual developments of  the time.  They gave the Brit ish public insight into what
was new. Historians who study why a 14th-century Chinese Industrial Revolution did not occur, despite
China’s more advanced science centuries prior to that in 1780 Britain, point to how science in England had
always immediately connected to commercial application and public interest. This is exactly the same kind of
connection that the Royal Institution Christmas Lectures make. By contrast, in China, science and
technology were tightly controlled by a scholarly elite, who saw no reason to disseminate their
discoveries. During the 18th-century Industrial Revolution, James Watt and Matthew Boulton had
announced the English public “steam-mad”, whereas in Sung Dynasty China, t ime itself  was considered the
sole property of  the Emperor.

I am under no mad illusion that what I do as an academic is even remotely comparable to the achievements
by these giants of  scientif ic and technical progress f rom 1825. But I don’t think I’m half -bad as a lecturer. I
don’t shuf f le my lecture notes and lose my place in them [I don't use lecture notes]. I don’t mumble into my
beard so that the audience has no idea what I just said [I'm ethnic Chinese and we don't grow beards
easily]. I don’t put up Powerpoint slides crammed f ull with text and then just read them out word-f or-word
[almost all my slides are just colourf ul pictures]. I’m passionate about explaining ideas in economic policy to
any audience that might remotely be able to inf luence our national and global conversations on improving
the state of  the world.

Danny Quah’s LSE Big Questions Lecture, Is the East Taking Over the World, is available to watch online here
(http://www2.lse.ac.uk/newsAndMedia/videoAndAudio/channels/bigQuestions/player.aspx?id=1267). This post,
and others, are available to read on Danny Quah’s personal blog (http://dannyquah.wordpress.com/).  

Related posts:

1. Five minutes with Andrew Miller MP: “It ’s important that people handle inf ormation in an intelligent way,
and social science has a huge role in this.”
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactof socialsciences/2011/12/09/f ive-minutes-with-andrew-miller-mp-
%e2%80%9cit%e2%80%99s-important- that-people-handle- inf ormation- in-an- intelligent-way-and-
social-science-has-a-huge-role- in- this%e2%80%9d/)

2. Generation Think: the role that precise criteria plays in judging the allocation of  research f unding and
in choosing our ‘bright young things’
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactof socialsciences/2011/07/18/generation-think-criteria-research-f unding-
bright-young-things/)

3. The demands of  proving ‘impact’ might tempt academics to work separately f rom think tanks, but a
collaborative relationship between the two will yield the most productive results.
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactof socialsciences/2011/10/06/think-tanks-collaborative-relations/)

4. Five minutes with Peter Shergold: “There needs to be a much greater negotiated understanding
between academics and policy-makers about what the expectations of  research are”.
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactof socialsciences/2011/11/18/f ive-minutes-with-peter-shergold/)
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5. Five minutes with The Incidental Economist Austin Frakt: “Only 0.04% of  published papers in health
are reported on by the media, so blogs and other social media can help.”
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactof socialsciences/2011/11/11/f ive-minutes-with-austin- f rakt/)
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